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“Who on earth are you! Come to Luo Tian organization, what’s the
so-called!” The big man looked at him in an interrogating tone. As long as
Lin Ziming answered incorrectly, he would immediately attack with thunder.
For this situation, Lin Ziming would naturally not be fooled. He came to
Luotian headquarters today and he was ready to go back.
“You are looking for neon clothes.” Lin Ziming said.
Another big man frowned, said in a deep voice, “Who are you in neon
clothes?!”
“Friends.” Lin Ziming said, “Why, do you have a dignified Luotian
organization and keep your friends away?”
The two big guys looked at each other and hesitated. Their level was very
low. They had no decision-making power for this kind of thing, so they had
to ask their superiors. Their gazes turned to a place…
Soon, in that place, an old man appeared out of thin air, it was the innate
realm master who had been monitoring Lin Ziming for a long time, and his
cultivation had reached the third stage.
When the two big men saw this old man’s arrival, their faces were in awe,
and they bowed respectfully, “Your Honor!”
The old man nodded lightly, and then said to Lin Ziming: “What is your
name and how do you know that Luo Tian headquarters is here?”
He used a purely questioning tone, his posture was also lofty, full of
superiority and arrogance, as long as Lin Ziming answered incorrectly, he
would immediately take action and capture Lin Ziming.
Lin Ziming smiled and said, “I believe you have heard of my name.”
“Oh? Who are you.” The old man raised his eyebrows, as if he was
interested, and there was some contempt on his face, thinking that Lin
Ziming was posing.
But soon, Lin Ziming’s words directly suppressed him, “I am Lin Ziming.”
Sure enough, when the old man heard the three words’Lin Ziming’, his eyes
widened and his reaction was great. There was horror on his face, and he
blurted out, “What?! You are Lin Ziming?!”
The two big guys were stunned when they saw the old man’s reaction so
much. In their impression, the Venerable was a big figure with a deep city,
and Taishan collapsed in front of him. He was always aloof, where Is there
such an abnormality now?
They were not stupid, and they immediately realized that the young man in
front of him had a different origin.
Lin Ziming laughed and said, “It seems that you know me, but it saves me a
lot of effort.”
The old man was shocked now. He naturally knew Lin Ziming. It can be
said that as long as he is a high-level member of the Luo Tian organization,
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Lin Ziming doesn’t know him.
Not only is Lin Ziming the wild species of the previous saint Qin Yuehua,
but more importantly, it is Lin Ziming who, not long ago, fought to the
death with the Southern Heavenly King Lei Zhen on Junlin Mountain and
killed Lei Zhen!
It can be said that Lin Ziming is the enemy of the entire Luo Tian
organization.
And now, Lin Ziming actually dared to take the initiative to throw it to Luo
Tian headquarters? This is too arrogant!
The old man’s reaction was not unpleasant. He heard Lin Ziming’s name
and immediately realized that Lin Ziming’s visit to Luotian headquarters
this time was definitely not as simple as visiting neon clothes!
So when he reacted, he reacted immediately…
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